
 

Why choose 

 ? 
 

      Choosing the perfect preschool program for your child is a crucial decision for not only your 

child but for you as a parent/guardian as well!  Believe me when I say that I completely 

understand!  As a mother, myself, I have been in this position before.  That is why, I would like 

to offer a few highlights about the CABC Preschool program in hopes to ease some of the 

stress of this job for you! 

CABC Preschool strives to offer a high-quality program for 3 and 4-year-old children 

(please see our pamphlet for more details) where children can learn socialization skills, 

independence skills, fine motor skills, (such as holding writing utensils and cutting skills), 

counting, number identification, name recognition and more.  As the children transfer to the 

older class, they work on writing their names, higher number recognition, letter sounds and 

recognition, and Kindergarten preparation skills!  

I have endeavored to work with the local area school districts in order to understand 

their registration procedures as well as what the different schools look for and expect future 

Kindergarteners to know before Kindergarten starts.  By doing this, I am better able to 

prepare the kiddos enrolled at CABC Preschool for their Kindergarten adventure! 

In addition to Kindergarten preparation skills, I am pleased to be able to offer an array 

of fun and engaging supplementary activities!  CABC Preschool has held two St. Jude Trike A 

Thon events thus far.  This outreach has become a huge blessing and a community outreach for 

us!  For one week’s time, the children in my classes learn all about bike safety which is then 

demonstrated in a preschool wide “Ride Event”, where the children get to ride their bikes 

through an obstacle course to demonstrate the safety tips they learned.  Children and parents 

are encouraged to collect donations through sponsors which is then sent to St. Jude Children’s 

Hospital!  This has been a wonderful and touching way for the children of CABC Preschool to 

begin learning about helping others in need! 

Most months, I offer Scholastic Book Club orders to be placed.  One of the greatest way 

for a child to learn is to read to them.  By purchasing books through Scholastic, you can grow 

your home libraries! 

CABC Preschool is proud to have a Bible based curriculum!  On a monthly basis, we focus 

on a Bible “story” or virtue.  It is our hope that at this young and tender age, the seeds of Faith 

can be planted and begin to take root so that as your child grows and ages, they will always be 



able to turn to those deep planted roots for guidance and direction and salvation.  During the 

Christmas and Easter holidays, we focus (in child friendly, and age appropriate ways) on the true 

meanings of those holidays!  CABC Preschool also has an annual Christmas program!  An event 

that is not to be missed!  

CABC Preschool prides itself on keeping our class sizes limited in order to get to know 

each and every student’s strengths and weaknesses and uniqueness!  At CABC Preschool, we 

understand that no two children are alike.  With smaller class sizes, we are better able to 

accommodate the different learning styles, focus and work on certain tasks and concepts that 

are proving to be difficult or challenge those children who are ready to move onto the next 

concept. 

Christ’s American Baptist Church has capabilities for both indoor and outdoor recess!  

Our building has a full gym which is perfect for those cold or rainy days, as well as a lovely 

outdoor play set, complete with swings and slides! 

Both the lead teacher and teacher’s aide are trained and certified in First Aid and CPR.  

On a monthly basis, teachers conduct fire drills with the children as well.  

Each Spring we plan and coordinate a Preschool Graduation program for 4 and 5-year old’s 

that will be moving onto Kindergarten the following Fall. 

Please see our program brochure for more information about our preschool program!  

Blessings and best wishes on finding the perfect program for your preschooler! 

 

Blessings,  

 

 

 

Crystal Johnson 

CABC Preschool Teacher & Program Coordinator 

  


